UNIFORM

Our PE kit is really simple. A pair of black
shorts or a skort, paired with a T - shirt of
the child’s team colour. These can be
with or without a logo.
In the summer months, when children
might have PE sessions on the field, they
will also need a sun hat or cap.
Children need a bookbag, and a PE bag they don’t need huge backpacks - we
don’t have room in our cloakrooms!
A water bottle is a MUST HAVE.

During the summer some of the
pupils like to wear a summer dress,
(but shoulders must be covered) and
black or grey tailored shorts are also
an option.
Open toe sandals, or shoes with
heels are not safe for playing in
outside on the playground or field.

At Braddan we want our pupils to look smart and feel smart. Our uniform is simple and
easy, and can be purchased locally. It consists of grey or black trousers, or a grey skirt
or pinafore. This combines with a red or white polo shirt (ie a shirt with a collar). Pupils
can wear either a red cardigan or jumper, with or without a school logo.

Hair needs to be smart in appearance,
and long hair should be tied up. Hair
ribbons, bows and clips are permitted,
but should be suitable for PE lessons.

Tights or socks must be worn - red,
white, grey or black.
It is very important for children to
wear appropriate footwear, as their
feet are still developing. Shoes need
to be properly fitted and oﬀer
support and protection. They need to
be able to run around and jump
about in them.
Our uniform is black shoes, or smart
all black trainers can also be worn.
During the winter pupils may wear
black boots, but these also need to
be suitable for running around in.
If your child needs to wear alternative
shoes, (for example if shoes are
outgrown and you are waiting to get
a new pair), please let the oﬃce
know.
We also have fleece jackets that
children can wear, and showerproof
jackets are also available.
If a child does not have appropriate uniform, we may ask them to wear a uniform item
from our ‘spare uniform’ box.

We have lots of recycled uniform for sale
at bargain prices - so don’t forget to have
a look if you need to replace anything.
FOR ITEMS WITH A LOGO PICK UP A
UNIFORM ORDER FORM FROM THE
OFFICE - OR VISIT PROMENADE SHIRTS.

